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Press release

2015 September 17 

National Institute of National Consumer Affairs Center 

Folding bicycle frame was broken during travel 

- Import agency has implemented the collection and free exchange of frame - 

"Running at a folding bike, when over a bump, a fall in the folding part is broken, it suffered a wound, such as a face surface 

bruises. Folding part is I want you to examine the cause of the rupture." Test request that is submitted was subjected to a test 

products for was, we found that weld strength is insufficient. 

Currently, carried out a import agency Co., Ltd. Akibou is the exchange and recovery of frame for the six models, including the 

products (photo 1) (Tern · Verge X20 · Verge X10 · Verge X30h · Verge S11i · Eclipse X20 · Eclipse S11i) you have. The above 

models consumer you have a bicycle, please check Co., Ltd. Akibou.

photo1. Appearance of the product

table 1. Main specifications of the product

Product Name Tern Eclipse X20 

Manufacturer Mobility Holdings, Ltd. 

Frame No. AM1209A1531 

Serial tag No. TARR1007 

Country of origin Taiwan 

Breaking portion 
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1. Corresponding operators

Import agency, (see Note 1), including those past import agency imported, we are exchange and recovery of frame for the 

car model. If you have the appropriate folding bike discontinue use immediately, please contact:.

Import agents: Corporation Akibou e-mail: 

info@ternbicycles.jp 

Telephone: 0120-557-602 (excluding Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays from 9:00 to 12: 13:00: 00 ~ 17: 00) Shakoku 

posted URL: http://www.ternbicycles.com/jp/node/151611posted URL: http://www.ternbicycles.com/jp/node/151611

It should be noted, including the models, we are the exchange and the recovery for the six models of the following (see P6 ~ 7 

References). · Verge X20 · Verge X10 · Verge X30h · Verge S11i · Eclipse X20 · Eclipse S11i

(Note 1) Tern import agency of 

Until July 31, 2013 (with) cycle creation, until August 31, 2014 (Ltd.) 

Enubiesu, it has become from September 1, 2014 (the Corporation) 

Akibou 

2. Investigation of the goods

Rupture of the article in the folds of the aluminum frame was thrust Awa was welded portion of the pipe member and the flange (flange) (hereinafter, 

"sheet side breaks" the sheet side of the rupture portion, a front wheel handle side referred to as "heads side breaks." photo 2). It should be noted, such 

as deformation in the pipe material was not seen.

Photo 2. Breaking portion

Head side breaks were observed end face of the pipe outside the bottom. Since the fracture surface is observed in the outer periphery of the weld metal, 

incomplete fusion (the state in which the weld metal and the base metal is not fully melted together) in the weld is considered that there was no, the inner periphery has 

a non-welded surface , it was considered to have been insufficient welding strength.

Hinge (hinge) side of the crack has been progress from the inside to the outside of the weld, the problem such that the direct cause of the destruction to the 

welding unit that crack has occurred could not be seen. The lower side of the crack of the broken part had to progress from the hinge side. One of the striations 

cane down pattern, which is also formed by the repeated stress on the fracture surface was observed (Photo 3), form of destruction was considered to have been a 

fatigue fracture.
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Photo 3. Striation pattern of the fracture surface

In the welding of the hinge side that would crack portion was subjected to cross-sectional structure observation, such as a direct cause of 

fracture in the weld metal bug but was not seen, the weld has unwelded surfaces, crack had occurred from the end of the non-welded 

surface (photo 4). 

Photo 4. The cross-sectional structure

These results, the products have the welding of the pipe and the flange is not appropriate, the previous end of the non-welded surface becomes a starting 

point, the fatigue crack progressed reduces the bonding area, Setsu withstand load applied to the folded portion It has been considered to have broken without. 
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3. Harm, danger information of the folding bike

PIO-NET (pioneer Net: the National Consumer information network system) ( Note 2) Folding bicycles of harm-risk cases to 97 cases ( Note PIO-NET (pioneer Net: the National Consumer information network system) ( Note 2) Folding bicycles of harm-risk cases to 97 cases ( Note PIO-NET (pioneer Net: the National Consumer information network system) ( Note 2) Folding bicycles of harm-risk cases to 97 cases ( Note PIO-NET (pioneer Net: the National Consumer information network system) ( Note 2) Folding bicycles of harm-risk cases to 97 cases ( Note 

3) It has been asked. Looking at another year, 27 since the 2010 fiscal year, had been asked 20 near every year (Table 2).3) It has been asked. Looking at another year, 27 since the 2010 fiscal year, had been asked 20 near every year (Table 2).

In addition, looking at a different harm content, "abrasions, contusions, bruises" many with 26, followed by "fracture" is at 15 (Table 3), dangerous 

contents, "damage and breakage" is 46 cases, "part falling off "was the order of 24 (Table 4). 

(Note 2) PIO-NET: The (pioneer net national consumer information network system), National Consumer Affairs Center and the National Consumer Sen

Signed a coater such as online network, is a database that stores information about the consumer life. (Note 3) acceptance fiscal 2010 and beyond, the registration content 

of the 2015 end of July. The number is what was special review of the case for the present publication.

Table 2. By year number

2010 FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 FY 

7 until the end of the month 

27 19 17 19 14 1 

Table 3. The main harm content by number

Abrasions, contusions,

Of contusions fracture nerve, spinal cordDamage dislocation, sprains and other injuriesAnd symptoms 

26 15 Five Four Four 

Table 4. The main danger contents of another number

Damaged or broken parts falling off function failure fall, fall, 

unstable 

Operation and use of

Missing 

46 twenty four 7 Four 3 

4. Recall information of bicycle

In addition to the recall of this folding bicycle, than there is a bicycle that recall is issued, please also check the site below. 

From the Consumer Agency recall site 

Folding bike 

http://www.recall.go.jp/new/detail.php?rcl=00000013082

Bicycle (but see below) 

http://www.recall.go.jp/new/detail.php?rcl=00000013064

Sports bicycle ① (brand from A beginning with K) 

http://www.recall.go.jp/new/detail.php?rcl=00000013086

Sports bicycle ② (brand that starts with Z from L) 

http://www.recall.go.jp/new/detail.php?rcl=00000013087

Motor-assisted bicycle 

http://www.recall.go.jp/new/detail.php?rcl=00000013081
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○ Information provision destination 

Consumer Agency Consumer Safety Division, 

Cabinet Office Consumer Commission Secretariat 

Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Commerce and Information 

Policy Bureau, Product Safety Division Institute Bicycle Association 

This matter Contact

Product test section: 042-758-3165 
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